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‘Her haggling nature never leaves her’. Dutch identity and Jewish stereotypes in the writings of Nicolaas François Hoefnagel (1735–1784)
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ABSTRACT
This article investigates how Nicolaas François Hoefnagel (1735–1784) uses pejorative images of the Jew to delineate the boundaries of Dutch identity. It explores Hoefnagel's dislike for Jews and his quest to morally enhance the Dutch. Against the background of contemporary situations, Hoefnagel set old stereotypical images of the Jew. The Jew became in this respect an instrument for the moral rearmament of the Dutch nation. As such this article will show that his construction of Jewish stereotypes served as a sounding board for Dutch identity.

‘He describes the crime and malicious shortcomings. He castigates the abuse, he punishes the false deceit. Never did men hear his Writing speak forged truth.’ In the above citation the eighteenth century most prolific hack writer Nicolaas François Hoefnagel (1735–1784) defends his work De Echo (The Echo), by stating that his prose functions as a mirror, exposing the shortcomings of Dutch society and its members. Hoefnagel’s writings are a typical product of the Dutch eighteenth century. According to many of his contemporaries, the eighteenth century was an age of deterioration. The Netherlands lost their leading position in the world economy as well as their colonies in the Atlantic. Compared to the seventeenth century, the Dutch Golden Age, the eighteenth century was a frail and feeble reflection of the former Dutch fame. In a plethora of writings, Dutch moralists, bemoaned the lost grandeur and condemned the elite of prodigality and moral decay. They believed that moral decay caused economic decline and therefore many sought the solution in the moral rearmament of the Dutch nation.

This concern with morality also comes to the fore in the Dutch satirical literature and prints. Morality is not uncommon to satire, as this genre has a strong focus on the establishment of social norms. By ridiculing the Other, it constructs and demarcates the boundaries of accepted behaviour. Making fun of someone and ridiculing one's accent, clothes and behaviour is not only a way of excluding the Other, it also reveals someone's perceived and desired self-image. The sought-after identity is modelled in opposition to the ridiculed other and as a result it becomes a mould in which aspects and features of one's self-image are
shown. The Other becomes in that respect a mirror of identity. Not surprisingly, many (enlightened) writers used satire as a tool for morally enhancing the Dutch citizens.4

During the eighteenth century an abundance of satirical journals, pamphlets and polemics were printed in the Netherlands.5 Enlightenment criticism of religious authority and the creation of the ‘moral citizen’ spurred many talented and not so talented writers to publish their opinions.6 It was the age of civil society.7 In various (ephemeral) journals such as De Denker (The Thinker, 1763–1774), De Lantaarn (The Lantern, 1792–1801) and De Koopman (The Merchant, 1766–1776) they moralized, criticized and commented on the Dutch Republic and its politics.8 According to enlightenment tradition, which placed emphasis on the humans’ ability to reason for themselves, writers ridiculed especially old religious institutions such as the Catholic Church for their backwardness. Usurpation and injustices by religious leaders was a rewarding subject for many. Likewise, various plays, periodicals and polemics condemned the Jews for their faulty religion, isolation and otherness.9

This article investigates how Nicolaas François Hoefnagel uses ‘the Jew’ to delineate the boundaries of Dutch identity.10 Recent scholarship has brought attention to the way German immigrants, Catholics and other marginal groups functioned as (stylistic) means to contour the outlines of Dutch citizenship. Edwina Hagen, for instance, analyses how anti-Catholic feelings turned into a ‘negative mirror image.’ Moreover, she regards the satirical portrayal of Catholics not say so much as the shaping of the ‘Catholic other,’ but more as a definition of Dutch national self-esteem and religion.11 Others likewise emphasized the role of marginal groups as counter image in the construction of the national Dutch identity.12 In relation to the negative Jewish images postulated by Hoefnagel, the Dutch literature specialist A.J. Hanou even considers his satire benign because it refrained from ridiculing Jews as a group and only directed its criticism to Jewish representatives.13

In their emphasis on the function of stereotypical images, they however failed to address the (later) social and juridical implications preceding and following these constructions. Jews were prohibited to marry Christians, excluded from the guilds and not allowed to settle in many cities in the Netherlands until the emancipation of 1796. Moreover, well in to the nineteenth century Catholics and Jews were shunned from political office.14 Stereotypical images contributed to an overall negative attitude towards inhabitants of the Netherlands without a Non-Reformed affiliation. This article will explore Hoefnagel’s dislike for Jews and his quest to morally enhance the Dutch. Unlike Hanou postulated, Hoefnagel sprouted his satire to the Jews as a group. As such, this article will show that both aspects were equally important in his construction of Jewish stereotypes.

Nicolaas François Hoefnagel (1735–1784)

Nicolaas François Hoefnagel, infamous for his satirical oeuvre, depicts the Jew entirely negatively in a wide range of typical anti-Semitic15 stereotypes and images of which only the most prominent will be discussed here. His work deploys a variety of derogatory images of the Jew, not found, for instance, with the satirist Jacob Campo Weyerman (1677–1747) and Pieter Langendijk (1683–1756), who employed the linguistic difference of the Jews for its couleur locale, but refrained from displaying the Jew entirely maliciously.16 For instance, in his comical play (1677–1747) ‘tZamenspraak tussen Kidi en Saaki [The Dialogue between Kidi and Saaki] Weyerman represents the Jew only with a strange accent.17 Unlike other writers, wherein the Jew merely served as one of many strange and unwanted types, Hoefnagel
actually provides a comprehensive picture of the Jews’ inability to integrate in Dutch society. Another interesting aspect of Hoefnagel is his engagement with contemporary examples and his observations of real events. He does not merely repeat old stereotypes, but observes Jews and their behaviours, albeit in a very hostile and predisposed way as he blends it into the existing negative discourses on the Jew.

Hoefnagel typifies the eighteenth-century hack writer and producer of satirical literature. Born in a small town in the north of the Netherlands, he quickly moved to the capital city Amsterdam, where he developed into the most prolific hack of the Netherlands, leaving behind an extensive oeuvre.\(^{18}\) Hoefnagel’s employment of negative Jewish stereotypes not merely served to ridicule the Jews, but became a way to limit the outlines of Dutch citizenship. This comes to the fore in two of his singly written journals, *De Neerlandse Overweeger* (The Dutch Contemplator, 1770) and *Neerlandsch Echo* (The Dutch Echo, 1771). His style can be characterized as a potpourri stream of mostly unrelated anecdotes, wherein Hoefnagel shows how the Dutch ought to behave. According to Hoefnagel, ‘one shows first his virtuous soul and afterwards one’s lineage.’\(^{19}\) He condemns scandalous behaviour and ridicules and mocks the non-Dutch. Hoefnagel based his stereotypes on older negative discourses on the Jew and combined it with contemporary ideas on what it entailed to be Dutch. His writings are an example of the mixture of satire and morality in popular formats, such as theatre and journals. In the eighteenth century Dutch Republic, many writers tried to educate the Dutch into moral and god-fearing citizens.

**Hoefnagel’s image of the Jew**

A typical feature of Hoefnagel’s Jewish stereotypes is the play between fact and fiction. By displaying some knowledge of Jewish culture and religion, Hoefnagel shows his credence. He uses the Yiddish adjective of haggling, namely *shachern* and mimics the Yiddish by placing for each vowel an h. Although at first sight, Hoefnagel displays some knowledge of the Jewish religion and culture, his Yiddish is, however, seriously flawed. For instance, his constant placement of the letter h for its vowel and its unnecessary omission in other instances probably created a comical effect, but contradicts the actual pronunciation of Dutch in the Amsterdam Yiddish.\(^{20}\) Also, his reproduction of the Yiddish is erroneous. His transcription of the word *Bes ha-midresh* [school or synagogue] shows no similarity with the actual word as Hoefnagel corrupt it into ‘*bedame dril*’ and ‘*bedämadril*.’\(^{21}\) Moreover, he confuses the speech of Ashkenazi and Sephardic Jews as he depicts a Portuguese Jew with the Yiddish accent: ‘Noh, I will thou it, if te shee is dhry, if the bhig fish comes, who whill thrink te lhake. [Now, if you will, if the sea is dry and if the big fish comes, who will drink the lake?]’\(^{22}\)

The mix up of different Jewish accents points to the changing position of the Ashkenazic and Sephardic Jews in the Netherlands. During the seventh and eighteenth century because of immigration, Ashkenazim became the largest Jewish group. Already in 1674, the Ashkenazic community was double the size of the Sephardic community in Amsterdam and for the middle of the eighteenth century it could be estimated that the Sephardim made about a tenth up of the total amount of Jews.\(^{23}\) Hoefnagel probably did not encounter so many Sephardic Jews or made no attempt to differentiate between them and the Ashkenazim. Despite the efforts of the Sephardic community to display *bom judesmo* (worthy Judaism) and distance themselves of the perceived rough behaviour of their Ashkenazic counterparts.\(^{24}\)

Hoefnagel’s employment of facts and real events was a common and frequently used technique of satire writers.\(^{25}\) His knowledge of the Jewish community probably derived from
what he picked up from within the Jewish quarter. The statement ‘if a mousje [pejorative name for a Jew] sees money, he gets the rash on the four corners of his body’ is a reference to the arba kanfot (tallit katan), a rectangular piece of cloth with at the four corners fringes, worn by religious Jews underneath their clothing.\textsuperscript{26} He also demonstrates his ‘knowledge’ of Jewish festivals as he invokes the image of joyous Jews at Purim. For instance, he writes: ‘and the recruiter was as cheerful as a Jew with his harlequin suit on Purim.’\textsuperscript{27} The joyous and excessive festivities in the Jewish quarter probably attracted a wide audience and not surprisingly Hoefnagel was familiar with the custom of dressing up and feasting on Purim. In other contexts, Hoefnagel mentions the fast on Yom Kippur when he states that one was ‘as a hungry smous boy on the Day of Atonement.’\textsuperscript{28} Here Hoefnagel also shows his knowledge of the abstention of drinking and eating on this holiday.\textsuperscript{29} The author of Entdektes Judentums, Johann Eisenmenger, used a similar technique as he extensively quotes from Jewish sources to prove his point; namely that Judaism was essentially inferior and bloodthirsty.\textsuperscript{30} The entanglement of fact and fiction gives Hoefnagel’s observations an impression of objectivity.

One of the focal points of Hoefnagel’s satire is the employment of bodily repulsiveness in othering the Jew. ‘See, how dirty he looks’ one of Hoefnagel’s characters cries out, ‘that is because it smells too much of the Jewish nation.’\textsuperscript{31} First, Hoefnagel refers here to the Jewish nation. Clearly, he does not regard the Jews as part of the Dutch nation, but rather as a foreign entity. The other part of this citation relates to the idea that Jews had a uniquely foul smell. This was an old anti-Semitic accusation, already appearing in the Roman Period, wherein stench belonged to the Jew and was known as the foetur judaicus.\textsuperscript{32} Hoefnagel holds however the Jew’s bad hygiene responsible for their stench. The Jews’ bad odour resulted, according to the writer, from their lack of washing and beard fashion. In many instances, he combines the two, the beard and bad hygiene, by pointing out that the Jews never comb their beards. ‘Believe me, they [Jews] are like the beard of a Polish Jew that got moths in it.’\textsuperscript{33} The Polish Jew symbolized for Hoefnagel the pinnacle of Jewish filthiness and the Jewish beard was a place, where saliva accumulated. Indeed, one of Hoefnagel’s characters wonders ‘which Jew has the most saliva in his beard.’\textsuperscript{34} The aversion of bodily fluids, the beard and the Jew epitomized in Hoefnagel’s depiction and the Jewish dirtiness strikingly contrasted with the positively perceived image of Dutch cleanliness.\textsuperscript{35}

The otherness of the Jews also comes to the fore when Hoefnagel compares the ‘nature’ of the Jew with the ‘nature’ of the black Moor.\textsuperscript{36} Both natures were intrinsic and unescapable.

I will show you that the old Dutch proverb is true, namely wash a black Moor as long as you like, he will lose his skin sooner than he will become white. This is also applicable to the descendants of Israelite girls, more namesakes of the patriarch Isaac’s wife, than among daughters of Christians.\textsuperscript{37}

For Hoefnagel, being Jewish was a permanent state of being, like the dark pigmented skin of a Moor. By defining Jewishness to a physical feature, he biologically defines the Jew.\textsuperscript{38} Moreover, he points at the unbridgeable gap between the Jews and the Dutch.

Various anti-Jewish polemics, such as Johann Eisenmenger’s Entdektes Judentum, display the immutability as well as dishonesty of the Jew. Hoefnagel explores this theme in several ways by connecting the nature of the Jew with other negative qualifications.\textsuperscript{39} His representation of the insincere conversion to Christianity and the ineradicable Jewishness of the Jew resemble the arguments used by Queen Isabella and King Ferdinand for the expulsion of
the Jews from Castille and Aragon in 1492, where the pureness of blood laws denied the possibility of Jewish conversion to Christianity. In addition, Hoefnagel continues:

You cannot make a black Moor white, which my readers will surely agree with me, but would my readers believe that there is stuff of which you can honestly turn a Jew into a Christian, the CONTEMPLATER [de Overweeger] has known several of these Jews, which became in name Christians, and after their conversion they were even more bad as before when they belonged to the bearded lot.40

As it appears from the citation, Hoefnagel positions the Jew’s dishonesty in opposition to Christian honesty. Something, which was according to him inherently bad, such as ‘the Jew’ could not possibly change into something good, namely Christian. Hoefnagel presents the Jewish wickedness as something ingrained in the Jew, which cannot be undone by conversion to Christianity. Moreover, by referring to Christianity as the norm, he excludes the Jews as part of the Dutch community. For Hoefnagel, the Dutch nation ought to be entirely Christian.

Hoefnagel invokes the common Christian depiction of the Jews as stubborn because of their reluctance to accept Christ as the messiah. The stubbornness here however is represented by the miserliness of the Jew. Again, Hoefnagel uses the example of the false conversion of Jews to Christianity to prove his point. Moreover, he substantiates his argument by citing Junius Juvenalis (late first century and early second century AD), author of the Satires.

The children who sprung from Jewish parents, by marriage or else, and are converted to the Christian faith should not be believed to be Christians, No! Her haggling nature never leaves her; they worship nothing but clouds, and are more willing to eat human flesh than bacon. Yes, even her great grand and grandchildren are glued to their Law.41

By citing such an ancient author, Hoefnagel not only plays with his own satirical genre but seems to make his argument appear as an undeniable aspect of the Jewish nature, that the Jew is never to be trusted, not in the past and not in the present.

Because of the guilds regulations, which did not allow Jews to enter, (petty) trade became the dominant occupation of the Dutch Jews. This in turn, established and legitimized the idea of the Jews obsessiveness with money. For Hoefnagel greed was an essential aspect for Jews as they always searched for easy bargains, and seduces the innocent with their malicious schemes. The breadwinning symbolized the greedy nature of the Jew in his depiction of a Jewish swindler.

That they can learn a bit from a smous living at Marken [area in the Jewish quarter], who stands with a small table, three buckets and some small nutmeg balls, or cork at the corner of the old bridge to recover their damage from the farmers.42

The Jews here are presented as being occupied in shady breadwinning and tricking the Dutch inhabitants into gambling. Apparently, the occupation of the Jews was something on which the Dutch frowned upon and which was not regarded as a proper way of earning income. Moreover, it also relates to the ‘supposedly’ negative feelings of Jews towards Christians and separates the Jews from the Dutch.

Next to a dishonest profession, it was believed that Jews held a grudge against Christians. A belief widely spread in many anti-Semitic theological writings and especially notable in the blood libel story, wherein Jews used the blood of innocent Christian boys to bake their matzes.43 In addition, various theological polemics regarded the Talmud as hostile to Christians and postulated the idea that it approved of robbing and deceiving Christians.44
Because of this perceived Jewish resentment towards everything Christian, Jews engaged in swindling, deceiving and misleading.

Hand in hand with the negative depiction of the Jewish breadwinning, positive enlightened apologetics appeared. The Jewish overrepresentation in certain areas of trade was according to the apologetics a result of discrimination and economic restrictions. This is, for instance, the argument made by Isaac de Pinto in *Apologie pour la nation juive ou Reflexions critiques sur le premier chapitre du VIIe tome des oeuvres de M. de Voltaire au sujet des Juifs*. Hoefnagel explicitly mentions the *Apologie op de Joodsche Natie* of a certain D.C.L. which apparently accused Hoefnagel of blunt anti-Semitism. According to Hoefnagel, the apologetic was worthless and the accusation false. Moreover, he ridicules its writer and restates his pejorative qualifications of the Jew. ‘Well, you say: I am a libeller and you shall laud the Jewish Nation. You mean to praise? Are you looking to jeopardize my honour to gain some money?’

In addition, he reiterates his previous statements about the dishonesty of the Jews and rebukes the writer D.C.L. for its distinction between High German and Portuguese Jews.

Contrary to many enlightened writers such as the Sephardic Jew Isaac de Pinto and Abbé Grégoire, Hoefnagel does not distinguish between the two groups.

Hoefnagel’s especially criticizes the attempt to positively regard the Sephardim and allocate all the negative aspects of the Jews to only the Ashkenazim. Hoefnagel prides himself that he equates the Portuguese and the Ashkenazi Jew; they are both swindlers and deceivers. Moreover, as stated above, he displays them both with a Yiddish accent. The unwillingness of Hoefnagel to distinguish between Sephardim and Ashkenazim had probably much to do with the relative small number of affluent Sephardim. A result of the ongoing impoverishment of the Sephardic community in the eighteenth century a clear distinction between Ashkenazic poor and Sephardic poor was not so easy to make.

According to Hoefnagel amorality characterized the Jew, financially as well as socially. He narrates about the amorous liaisons of Portuguese Jews and Ashkenazi Jewesses. Portuguese Jews were often accused of having forbidden sexual relations with their Christian females. The chronicler Abraham Haim Braatbard (1699–1786), for instance, mentions a case in his chronicles, and even the criminal courts confirm a Portuguese propensity for deviant sexual behaviour. Hoefnagel also accuses Jewish females for sexual deviance. He narrates about a widow who started a brothel with her two daughters and converted to Christianity to hide their dishonest breadwinning.

Besides the emphasis on Jewish immoral sexual behaviour, the overall conduct of the Jew was by Hoefnagel depicted as noisy, uncivilized and coarse. Jews cursed and screamed out of discontent or as part of their selling techniques. In a satirical representation of the election of a new cantor, Hoefnagel compares the Jews, gathering for the election, with crawling vermin, ladybugs and frogs. He depicts the election as noisy and quarrelsome as each group of Jews promoted its own candidate. ‘Look the third is no less, he screams! You can tell he is used to yelling, *Old Blankets, Old Sheets* …’ The quarrel then centres on a thief stealing pickles and both Portuguese and Ashkenazi Jews start a scuffle. Hoefnagel displays typical slapstick like scenes and the story ends with the arrest of the accused Jew by the authorities, who did not ‘let themselves by fooled by a *smousje*. This depiction of the loud
and short-tempered Jewish community appears often in Hoefnagel’s work. For Hoefnagel, the Jew in general was quarrelsome, loud and uncivilized. Not at all, someone to consider a representative or member of the Dutch nation.

The negative image of the Jew as depicted by Hoefnagel employs familiar qualifications. Greed, immorality and barbarism characterized for centuries the perception of the Jew. Against the background of contemporary situations, Hoefnagel set old stereotypical images of the Jew and it lends his depiction credence. The Jew was made into an object of laughter and ridicule. The image of the smelly, deceiving insect-like Jew legitimized a negative attitude towards the Jew and Jewish customs. Moreover, it depicted the Jew as inherently different and alien to Dutch society. Such discourses prevailed throughout the eighteenth- and twentieth century, and substantiated arguments for denying Jewish access in society and politics.

The negative images of the Jew by Hoefnagel also served as an instrument in the moral rearmament of the Dutch nation. The Jew was everything the Dutch citizen was not. It was a tool to discredit the other and demarcate the boundaries of the Dutch identity. As such, Hoefnagel’s portrayal of the Jews was simultaneously spurred by a deep anti-Semitic motivation and need to turn the Dutch inhabitants into moral citizens; the Jew served as a sounding board for the Dutch identity.
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